All About Aliens And Conspiracies
The illu i ati age da is a ultige e atio al age da o e thousa ds of ea s a d it s sophisti atio
surpasses both human intelligence and nature/capabilities. Globalists are actually
Aliens/Demons/Djinns/Interdimensional Entities (same entities that go under various names) and
pose as humans. Weather they dimensionally project themselves into 3D being 4D entities
themselves or possess/bodysnatch 3D human bio-suits, or them being 3D polymorphs. Them and
humans cooperating with them in exchange for promises of power, survival and life extension selling
out Humanity in return.
It seems that we are dealing with different phenomenon and entities:
1. "Body-snatching" of former real people/housing for that purpose bred clones/bio-suits, vessles to
access the 3D realm (alien mind parasite, 4th dimensional entity attachement/hosting)
2. Non-physical 4D alien projectors (Steve-O shapeshifting)
3. Physical polymorphic aliens (Species 8472 Star Trek, Aliens in "The Arrival")
4. Physical aliens using hologram technology. (Anonymous Rex)
It's a possibility that they murder the real person at some point with the switch-over going unnoticed
due to their extremely well developed abilities to immitate and act as impostors, or they were aliens
from the beginning.
Hydra/Illuminati/Globalists/Brotherhood of the Snake/Spectre/Cobra/The Crazy 88/The Elite
Different names for the same organization, that basically are alien special forces. Negative Alien
collectives are struggling over finite resources hence efficiency needs to be maximized.
The horse head nebula in Orion was discovered (that's where they come from) by Williamina Fleming
(An anagram for Ian Fleming the author of James Bond), Jack the Ripper murdered in 1888, Monster
Blizzards, Sasha Grey (alien) was born 1988, Conchita Wurst (Baphomet) was born 1988, the CERN
collider has 88 in it's logo, the ebola virus was depicted as 88 strand, the illuminati were officially
founded 1776 - that's 2x888, the secret doctrine was channeled to Helena Blavatsky 1888, the allseeing one eyed Kodak camera was invented in 1888, 88=HH=Hail Hitler, THEY LIVE and Alien Nation
were released in 1988, and on and on.
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The Da Vinci Code
For those that want it shortly summarized – what is the Da Vinci code and what is revealed by it?
What the Da Vi i Code is, a e i Da Vi i s pai ti gs, d awings, etc. hidden separate drawings with
sepa ate the es. The e a e diffe e t odes asi all ei g diffe e t a s to
mirror/move/position/view the drawings in order to reveal the hidden drawings.
What the Da Vinci Code reveals is knowledge about malevolent higher dimensional/extraterrestrial
entities operating on planet earth. Who these entities are, from where they come from, their genesis
and what their involvement in human affairs is.

The da vinci code is several codes that reveal several secrets. Secrets of the past, secrets that go
beyond earth and secrets from beyond this dimension. Also secrets about the future, our future.
Leo a do Da Vi i is t a eal a e, it is a ade up a e, a alias that he e-arranged (anagram)
eads as O D a o ia De il , hi h is hat Da Vi i as, a d a o ia eptilia . O e of e e ole e,
that put all these secrets into his art to keep the knowledge alive and accessible to all of mankind, at
least that s
theo . Though it also ould e so e ki d of ka i fulfillment obeying metaphysical
la , et . I do t k o .
Da Vinci is a figurehead of scientific progress.
He is one of the most recognized and generally adored universal geniuses in history and one of the
greatest artists of the Renaissance. And it's well known that Da Vinci used mirror techniques to
create his drawings (read on wikipedia) as it is generally anticipated and easily believed by most that
he hid secret messages in his art.
So there is no debunking this. At least not the definite hidden drawings, some of my interpretations
are open for debate, but a devil above a dragon above a reptilian is a devil above a dragon above a
reptilian (Vitruvian man) and there is nothing to debate about that, period. It is what it is.
Sauron/Satan/Saturn
Sauron Lord of the Rings is a reference to Saturn/Satan/Sauron and the rings arround Saturn. Sauron
is a really existing insterstellar entity, a "vast cosmic intelligence, born of amalgamated ancient
civilizations, and freed from the limitations of material existence", as described in 'Childhood's End'
refering to it as the 'Overmind'.
Just as the Orcs are real. Orcs, Reptilians or in H.G Wells "time machine" the Morlocks. Reptilian
beings that live underground (underground bases, cities, tunnels) that feed off the surface
population.
The 'Ring' of Sauron symbolically stands for the New World Order, the world government. 'One ring
to rule them all'.
Saturn is an inter-reality peephole used by Sauron who resides in dimension X to look through it with
his eye, hence the all-seeing eye.
In this world, truth is fiction and fiction is truth, it's reversed. What we see on the news either didn't
happen at all, was fabricted (Sandy Hook) or if it did physically occur it is reported on in a twisted
way.
Is it aliens or demons, or are aliens demons?
My current conclusion is that there exist aliens, demons, aliens possessed by demons, and demons
who mimic aliens. That's the only way I can account for all the data. If humans can be possessed by
demons, why not aliens? If demons and negs can induce hallucinations, then why not disguise
themselves as aliens sometimes (or the Virgin Mary, or Archangel Michael, or Sananda, or Ashtar or
whomever). All these things are possible.

I don't believe all aliens are demons in disguise because aliens and demons have different
methodologies, goals, and metaphysical signatures. When a demon mimics and alien, it can do it in
certain superficial ways, but not in all ways. It can't make a ship with reverse-engineerable
technology fall out of the sky, at least not the demons some of us regularly encounter today.
I mean, if you had to adopt the Biblical approach to alienology, then you would have to admit that
some reported aliens are actually angels, since some Nordic encounters are identical to the Biblical
anecdotes about the Sons of Man, and the Sons of Man were not demons but messengers of God.
But those who have personal experience know that aliens and angels are different classes of beings
too. Thus demons and aliens should also be different.
However, there are intersections or overlaps. I drew up a list of typical traits of the different
categories. Here they are.
Aliens
- can give advanced technology and scientific knowledge to human elite groups
- can hybridize their DNA with human DNA, thus they have DNA.
- have ships that crash or can get shot down, tracked on radar if they so desire, videotaped.
- bodies allegedly recovered
- multiple eyewitnesses of sightings, abductions
- physical traces left on the ground. Burns, radiation, flattened grass, etc.
- known to engage in aerial dogfights, battles, ships on fire, crashing, explosions, smoke, etc.
- divided into various political groups, divisions, factions
- have a certain psychic signature unique to aliens
- carve out bases underground, underwater, inside mountains, some fully physical.
- have left behind relic alien technology (ark of the covenant, grail, ancient aliens stuff, etc.)
- some can walk among us undetected, fully physical, normal acting.
- some use technology like blue beams to phase/levitate
- abductions have a long-term strategic point.
- abductions or visitations can teach ethics, psychic skills, healing abilities, survival knowledge, PR
training, etc.

Aliens Possibly Possessed by Demons
- can engage in physical abductions
- can perform physical rapes, with trace material left behind

- have technology, ships
- technology seems cruder, ships not clean and well lit
- abductions appear to have no long-term strategy, rather they are charades for sadistic torture
- they are opportunists, seem to prey on the gullible, spiritually exhausted, or the openly inviting.
- seem to mostly be reptilians,
- can't walk among us without sticking out, and use remote human-like avatars that don't seem well
put together
- may be associated with Men In Black
- multiple eyewitnesses, physical evidence
Demons Mimicking Aliens
- can appear gray or reptilian
- nonphysical
- use the methodology of demons/negs: hover around, psychically interface, induce hallucinations
- no third party witnesses or video, whole scenarios play out inside the mind of the victim
- no physical traces beyond what ghosts can do: blow out light bulbs and electronics, poltergeist,
show up as smoke on film, etc.
- opportunistic, sadistic, feed a bunch of B.S. for the sole purpose of getting a kick out of running a
victim ragged
- seem focused on control, ownership, turning victim into a pet toy or parasitic host
- same demon-like methodology dressed up under various background stories/scenarios: not always
alien, sometimes religious or whatever works
- the alien aspect of them seems borrowed or poorly mimicked. No underlying realness or
technological self-consistency, as made up as that of a hoaxer.
- have a non-alien psychic signature.
Demons (when witnesses in their true form)
- no reported use of technology, devices, clothing
- blackish or dark brown nonphysical body, shadow beings.
- no DNA traces, hair, semen samples from demon rapes (unlike humanoid alien ones)
- can create physical bruising and cysts via psychic means, but not implantation of technological
implants

- don't employ flying ships, except when seen that way via psychically induced hallucination. Such
'ships' don't impact physical environment.
- not known to be divided into opposing factions with complicated political tensions between them
- non-alien psychic signature
- no physical body of a demon has ever been found, examined, or reported
- don't use blue beam technology during encounters
- don't take the physical body of the victim anywhere, maybe just snatch the soul away at best.
- aim for contact, control, and ultimately direct and full possession.
-None of this rules out the idea that aliens and demons (or fallen angels) aren't related in the distant
past. They could be. That idea is more sophisticated and in line with the data points, than the popular
one that aliens are identically demons.
What is the role of the Jews in the Illuminati New World Order?
The 'Jews' issue is legitimate up to a point. Everybody knows these picture lists full of media and
company CEOs and cultural marxists with proven jewish background, and the crypto-jew thing, etc.
But the scale and the complexity and depth of the conspiracy goes far beyond that. You know of the
difficulty of educating ignorant people to the jewish issue, to get them to 'open their eyes' widen
their perspective to see the whole picture. Well, once you widened your perspective to the jewish
issue you need to continue, beause there are several levels beyond that.
Jews are mid-level minions inside the global (and beyond) illuminati pyramid. They, just like every
other race have reptilian hybrids among them, have demonically possessed Avatars among them.
Jews don't have large black slit-pupils coming out of their heads. And jews don't have a robotic
demeanour. And it's not possible for tens of thousands of jews to keep total secrecy about
something conspiratorial.
The bodysnatcher aliens can keep that secrecy! Because their individuality is suppressed by the hivemind they are attached to. And they are in ALL human races. Conspiring with each other against
humanity.
Jews don't travel interdimensionally in UFOs. Jews don't build underground sea bases and facilities
on the moon. Jews don't rearrange the rings arround Saturn in gigantic crafts. Jews don't rage hyperdimensional warfare against humanity from behind the dimensional veil. Jews don't operate from
outside of linear space time and don't abduct millions of humans to create grey alien hybrids.
Jews don't do any of these things! Researcher like you are outsmarted by the true conspirators.
The Juden are global scapegoats, minions, thoroughly programmed to suit their role, they are used
and israel was created to destabilize the middle east and ignite a world war of radicalized islam vs the

west and then be done away with in a nuclear holocaust. That's the plan, revealed by master mason
Albert Pike, a white man.
What about the Nazis?
The creation of Israel was made possible by the Nazis. And the Nazis weren't what you think they
were either. When people think "Nazis" they refer to the political ideology of national-socialism, to
the Wehrmacht, to family values, to opposition against the banking system, etc.
But that's not what Nazis are. Not at the top. The Nazis were a sprout of the Hydra motherplant who
are luciferian reptilian space aliens/interdimensionals that use different political ideologies and then
movements as carrier, as trojan horse to create crises then introduce solutions in order to politically
geo-engineer the planet in order to set up a world wide technocratic total surveillance/control
system.
The Reptilians were also behind Communism. And now they are in america and hide behind the
democratic party and a black guy, who isn't a black guy but a green lizard guy from space using a with
ancient egyptian royalty DNA cloned 3D bio-vessle.
And they are behind radical islam and 'ISIS' and all of these hoax events with crisis actors (who are
also bodysnacher aliens) to destabilize the world to a point where more and more control will be
asked for.
The globalists, who are space aliens from the horse head nebula, sirius, draconis and other locations
in orion are behind the creation of israel and ISIS and flooding white countries with immigrants, and
exploiting africa and collpasing the US and attacking russia and all of it.
They are behind all of that for the goal of creating the New World Order.
Artifically created human zombie agents
Most don't have understanding. Most parrot what source psychologically overpowered and
dominates them.
Example: Vaccines
They watched 15 videos that all told them that if they believe so and so it means they're superior
sceptic/atheistic/critical/intellectual/trendy/sexy insiders. And then they go out to repeat it and have
endorphins released for satisfying their with subliminals/supraliminals/associate clusters
subconsciously implanted perception of being superior "critical thinkers".
It's pavlovian dog training applied to humans. Excercised by an almsot entirely corrupted media
getting their talking points from black op commando psychologists in CIA, Navy intelligence,
Pentagon and other such institutions.
They are a with 21th century high-tech psychological warfare created brainwashed adn animated
weaponized propaganda zombie infiltration agents.
If you want to stop being that, read Ecoscience by John P Holdren the scientific advisor of the Obama
administration who says that they put poison into everything to braindamage humans.

THEN you'll have understanding, when reading what the actual rulers of this world have to say. Not
some trendy youtube channel moderated by some squeeky 30 year olds that dress like teenies and
all have psy op degrees from the CIA.
Where is the proof/evidence for aliens among us?
Anyone with common sense acknowledges this possibility, anyone with an open mind will research
the subject, and anyone with open eyes who does the research will confirm for themselves that
aliens exist, have been active in our past, and continue to be actively involved in human affairs today.
Skeptics tend to be ignorant and refuse to examine all the evidence, closing their eyes and claiming
the do t see a e ide e that alie s e ist. The Fe i Pa ado , o if alie s e ist the h a e t
the he e is like a li d a aski g if the su e ists, the h do t I u st into flames when I step
outside. False assu ptio s a d la k of pe eptio ste
i g f o la k of p ope i estigatio . I
t uth, ig o a e is e e p oof to the o t a , a d see i g o e iste e of e ide e is t e ide e
of nonexistence.
There is evidence for the alien presence and involvement in human affairs that are of a materialistic
nature, perceivable by the 5 senses.
If you don't 'see' them it's because you choose so, not because they wouldn't exist. "Evidence is
everywhere – from worldwide accounts commonly describing ancient encounters with advanced
beings, anomalous archaeological sites and artifacts indicating past use of superior technology, over
a e tu s o th of e e it ess sighti gs of UFOs, hu d eds of ph si al t a e sa ples recovered
from UFO landing sites, government documents and whistleblowers acknowledging the existence of
extraterrestrials, and thousands of abduction cases that include multiple witnesses, memories
recalled without hypnosis, and indisputable physical and medical evidence confirming these
accounts."
And in modern days we have technology which allows for sophisticated video analysis at hand that
reveal unexplainable anomalies within the scientific dogma of our time.
Have you watched the latest shapeshifting video of Miley Cyrus with her irides turning into thin slits?
Same with Britney Spears. Two recent very distinct shapeshifting anomalies.
People who dismiss them do so because their world view doesn't allow for acceptance so they just
claim it's fake because it must be.
But it's hopeless, they can't be explained away with video anomaly.
It's just simply two shapeshifting entities disguisng in human form.
The Alien Hive-Mind
These aliens are connected with each other in a collective group mind (think the Borg hive mind).
I di idualit is hea il su p essed a o g i di iduals Bo g d o es . The Hi e Quee see s to e
Saturn (the all seeing eye). Described in-depth Philip K. Di k a d i Allies of Hu a it .
As soon as you are able to see them and aware of their global conspiracy, all of them will know.
How to meet one of them?

They are all around us to monitor and control us and feed on us (energy vampires). And they are
appoi ted to a d a eu e ed i to ia a tifi ial s h o i it the life s of those that have either
system-destabilizing capabilities or talents the alien controllers would like to employ for themselves
such as:
High intelligence, psychic abilities, social skills, great eloquence in speech/writing, high creativity in
arts, high psychological resilience, lateral thinking, strong psychopathic tendencies, highly developed
empathy, non-conformist reasoning, etc.
In order to monitor, manipulate, recruit and/or destroy them. Politically/Lawfully, Psychologically,
Spiritually, Emotionally.
They are always eager to learn more about you. Sometimes via various social proxies (situations,
incidents, etc.) they manipulate to come about, other times they just ask you directly. They are
obsessed with what you think, always. They want to know how you work. What seems to be unusual
adoration, love, deep friendship, high interest, great affinity, actually is an alien studying you like a
lab rat in order to destroy you/recruit you and those that are like you/apply their knowledge with
others in similar situations, with similar character traits, etc.
Sexual intercourse is one of the most efficient ways to parasite off etheric energy. And it allows for
exhibiting dominance and degradation and is also a tool of warfare in an abusive relationship that
has the sole purpose of psychologically, emotionally tormenting a human.
They seek to interbreed with humans.
This planet is a reptilian farm, but often times they can't just kill people who incarnate into it in order
to destabilize the control system. This is against universal law and would come with karmic
conquences for them. Hence these people are being worked on for self-destruction and for research
how to deal with the resilient nature of such "system busters", or "divergents". And for that purpose
these individuals have matrix agents appointed to them. Who are wolves in sheeps clothings
(dracos). You can call them handler.
And interbreeding and having offspring together of course makes the human subject much more
controllable and more easy to destroy. Divorce, Child-support, all that can create the trauma needed
to give the divergent the final push and remove him/her from the game.
They are very patient, they are extremely self-controlled, they are long-term planers. They are able
to stay in their role for many years and slowly and patiently undermine people in order to eventually
drop the hammer and harvest you (that harvest thing happens both on an individual, group and
planetary scale). They seek to cause you extreme intellectual/financial/emotional/psychological
suffering. They are like slowly metastasizing cancer.
They either want people to join them, join them in order to gain you as an asset or to have the legal
metaphysical right to terminate you (instantly in many cases). Or they seek to corrupt you
psychologically/spiritually. Or grind you down psychologically/emotionally over time.
That s thei pu pose.

How exactly do they work on people?
Briefly, they try to make you finish yourself off by preferably suicide or at least render you inable to
cause their agenda any potential or factual further damage because of financial or mental ruin. By
either being hospitalized into a mental institue or ending up homeless.
First step in more efficiently working on you is to get you socially isolated, without friends, without
family support. They will try to criminalize you by tempting you with too good to be true illegal
business-promises or outright robbery or murder or just getting you involved into aggression release
vandalism after they manipulated you into building up these aggressions.
They are eager to get you to give them personal objects and worn clothings out of free-will. That
doesn't happen for romantic/pheromonal reasons but to collect genetic samples from you. Used in
black magic rituals and sent to their laboratories in order to misuse it for sinister purposes.
They also want pictures and videos of you. As many as possible. It's sophisticated multi-level
psychological/social/spiritual warfare.
They don't like you to show/follow your interest into the alien topic (obviously) and any topic that
deals with the true nature of reality on earth. They don't like people becoming aware. They will try to
divert you from investigating and asking too many questions.
If you start holding firm believes that challenge the official matrix version of reality, they will try to
convince you that you have mental problems. And if you can't be convinced they will inform your
family and friends behind your back.
They always go too far. This is because they judge you by their own standards (which are extremely
low) and because they are excessively arrogant and believe humans to be ridiculously stupid.
Some examples:
-If you are highly intelligent, they wll try to convince you that you are clinically retarded.
-If you are objectively physically very attractive, they will tell you that you are the ugliest person that
ever walked the earth.
-If you are kind-hearted, good-spirited and friendly, they will try to convince you that you are morally
bankrupt and demonically evil.
They seek to undermine your self-confidence and self-esteem and self-worth. They absurdley
overstate. They can't help it, they are greedy and just want it all. They ARE patient long-term planers,
but during the final push, the final attack to finish you off or before they get burned by being
exposed or suspected to be "strange in some way" (when you, the target, wakes up) they are prone
to completely screw it up. As good as they are, they don't have perfect timing, they don't have an
ultimate strategy, they do make grave mistakes.
And to sum it all up, they just can't help it - they always go too far, because that's who they are.
Who are their loyalties with?

The a e ot like us a d the do t like us. They are not your friends, they are not your lovers, they
are not family. They are not loyal to you, but only to their alien father race. They are genetically
related to the aliens. They have this dr jekyll and mr hyde thing going on transforming from
reasonable, calm, to extremely vicious, devious, cunning, hurtful, selfish, obnoxious within literally
se o ds. The a t e t usted.
They cannot be argumentatively converted, they lack emotional comprehension, and they have a
very strong imbedded sense of superiority over humans. They are just what they are.
Remember the fable of the frog and scorpion with the frog foolishly transporting the scorpion over
the river on his back and the scorpion stinging the frog half way, killing the frog and causing them
oth to d o , e ause it s i the s o pio s atu e. The s o pio a t help it, a d eithe a the .
How intelligent are they?
There are three kind of them.
One kind is highly intelligent (Average IQ range of 120-150), psychic to a certain degree (some
extremely, others just somewhat).
And then there are others that have very low IQs.
Why there are these two drastically different classes with one highly intelligent and the other
clinically retarded, and a missing average intelligent group -probably they are different species,
entities, or bred casts, or deployed for strategically preying on different human percentages, etc.
Both are socially awkward like they were just recently released from a laboratory test-tube. This also
has various deg ees. So e ha e little o p ehe sio of ho life o ks What s a pho e-book? A
pen? Never heard that before..) others just have a few blind-spots, most of them about the divine
elements of life (Why would you want trees in your garden? Why worry about a dead cat?).
And the third kind is each of the former two kind with a second layer of intelligence both have access
to. Either the alien hive-mind or Sauron or entities operating them. This second layer of intelligence
is much more intelligent than the first.
It allows the retard aliens (IQs 50-70) to formulate sentences with much more sophisticated
eloquence than their natural intelligence would allow them to.
The naturally intelligent aliens (intelligent host bodies) also exhibit an intelligence that by far
su passes thei li its he li ked ith the se o d la e . A e a ple: Repa tee is so ethi g e
think of twenty-fou hou s too late. Ma k T ai .
These hive- i d/e tit ope ated alie hosts eed just se o ds to fi d the pe fe t epa tee that is t
just witty and smart and vicious in a general sense but out of all the variations, all the possibilities is
the most logically flawless, the one with the most efficient preying on the flaws of your line-ofreasoning and the most emotionally hurtful they could have said. And they can make them up
before you even finished your thoughts and as many of them as they want.
What le el of i tellige e is e ui ed fo su h t i ks? I do t k o
an extremely cunning and malicious telepathic Will Hunting).
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How does one recognize them?
The highly intelligent ones have a particular look. Not all the time, but in situations of assessment or
o fli t. It s a old p edato pie i g sta e. Sha k e es, a d a ide o teeth sho i g s ile like that
of a pig. A p edato fo usi g ou hile s ili g to appea ha less.
The mentally retarded ones have the small dark passive eyes of pigs. They are like lower animals
inside human bodies. Compared with humans with down syndrome( IQs of 50) it shows that they lack
a spark of divinity. They are not just clinically retarded, they are something VERY else. Something
degenerate, odd and evil.
They are energy parasites. Therefore they are usually always depressed, always in need for your help
without ever applying the advice you give. They are constant downers and want to keep you focused
on them. You'll feel burned out, drowned of energy especially in their direct presence but also if you
just have them in your social circle, be it that they live on the other side of the world, alsong as there
is an energetic connection they can parasite you. Energy flows where attention goes (depsite the
geographical distance between host and parasite).
How does their telepathy work?
As Ca los Casta eda said The alie p edato ga e us his i d . That s the R-Complex which the
reptilians installed (or over-stimulated) in the human brain in order to have a psychic connection to
us. It s thei telepathi i te -link into the human mind.
They can read our thoughts in real-time and access our memories like a library and read our
emotions.
They like to repeat our thoughts to us verbally immediately after we had them in order to mirror us.
Mirroring is a preferred because powerful weapon the aliens use. By mirroring someone you suggest
the person that they are just like you and this makes them more trustworthy in your perception.
They do this via mirroring ideas, body postures and also thoughts.
They also do it for sadistic fun, because they know that most humans are in a near comatose state
a d do t pa atte tio .
They can manipulate emotions, make people experience desire, depression, agony, aversion, etc.
These are capabilities they can exercise in person to person encounter. The aliens under controlled
conditions during an abduction event can exercise much greater manipulations. Make people lose
their appreciation for another person. Make people repulsed by others. They are well known to
switch off love relationships and ruin friendships, etc.
But the a t telepathi all a ipulate ou i to elie i g that + = , et . o ge e all a ess o
manipulate higher lines of reasoning, meta-thoughts, deep-seated convictions and ethical
concepts/boundaries, nor violate your free-will by giving direct telepathic commands. They are
limited in what they can do/are allowed to do.
The also a t p e isel disti guish et ee diffe e t ki d of thoughts. A e a ple:

Let s sa you watch some car racing on TV and out of boredom have some daydreams about
becoming a car race champion or whatever. If an alien/alien hybrid mind-scans you it will think these
da d ea s a e ho ou eall a e a d hat ou t ul desi e to e. The do t k o that it s e el
insignificant day dreams that matter zero to you and are just phantasies of no importance.
And if you are a target they then will create artificial synchronicities with their matrix agents showing
up in your life preying on that insignificant phantasy. Either a woman stepping in your life telling you
how much she like cars or how masculine car racers are. Or a guy telling you that he really likes
collecting car models or that he restores old cars or that he likes to drive mini-car, etc.
They take everything at face value.
They are robots and they try to understand you as if you were a robot as well. And that is why they
appoint their agents to real humans to try and comprehend spirit.
The a t a d e e ill e a le to o p ehe d the e tal atu e of t ue hu a s, e ause the
o e e tal p o esses of t ue hu a s o e f o spi it, f o o s ious ess hi h the o t e e
be able to comprehend nor manipulate.
There are stories of people who were taken by the Greys and then placed before a screen that
sho ed a hu a
ai a d the e e asked the G e s: Whe e is the soul ?
As soon as you are aware that there is a game being played with you, the game is over.
They can access and manipulate your lower brain functions but not the higher. And once you have
the knowledge that the individual next to you is a psychopathic alien manipulating you telepathically,
it a t do it a
o e.
Humans can shield themselves against the effects of alien telepath
ea i g so alled thought
s ee hel ets ot out of alu i u , this p o a l e e a plifies the effe t ade out of se e al
layers (8-12) of anti-static foil.
How do they behave?
Psychopath and Sociopath are Code-words for alien hybrids. They have extreme contempt for
humans and are sadistic and cruel. Some of them successfully wear masks and as long as they are not
discovered they appear to be polite, charming and socially elegant.
Once you discover them, or if they just suspect you of coming close to discover what they are, they
drop this mask and show their true contempt and behave utterly hostile, obnoxious and rejecting
and seek to avoid you from this point on or plot to get you out of their way (being fired in your job,
or they sabotage you to get excluded from your friends-circle, etc.), but usually they are the ones
that will evade you to avoid possible ongoing conflict and exposure.
I e got o e that a see .
What other abilities do they have?
They are psychic, not just telepathic (psychic is the umbrella term for various mental abilities). They
have also telekinetic abilities (manipulating matter with mind), and they have electrokinetic abilities

which allow them to influence electronics. They can hack/bypass computer passwords and they can
cause your camera to malfunction, etc.
Alien psychology
Ps hopath is a ode o d fo alie h id. The a e atu al o ps hopaths. The ha e o
genuine true human emotions, no emotions at all. They are void of emotions and lack
comprehensio of e otio s. That is the easo h these so alled isis a to s a e su h
ho e dousl ad a to s . The a e ad i a ti g e otio s e ause the la k t ue o p ehe sio of
them. They try to imitate human emotions via mimicry.
Alien social behavior
Smirking, giggling, fooling around, monkeying, ridiculing. Their social behavior is extremely
sociopathic/psychotic/psychopathic and very infantile.
They enjoy to cause people trouble. Setting traps, causing chaos, disturbing, interrupting, etc.
Alien shapeshifting disguise
When in person, they can be forced out of their holographic disguise by the vibrations created by
truth. How you express this, what words you use doesn't matter. The higher the dosage of truth, the
stronger the effect will be on their disguise.
If you get really angry and shout at them that you know what they are and that you DEMAND that
they reveal themselves (and really mean it), they will shapeshift in front of you instantly and there is
nothing they can do about that.
They also lose the ability to hold human form when exposed to the odor of human blood (Which they
consume in order to hold human form and not snap back into reptilian form).
Barack Obama
Is a (or several) in a cloning tank with ancient egyptian DNA (Akhenaten) bred 3D bio-suit for a 4th
dimensional reptilian alien/demon. The entire Obama family was cloned with ancient egyptian
royalty DNA. "Obama" often is seen with appearing and magically disapearing scars on his head.
Clones are known to neurologically break down at some point So probably that's signs of neurosurgical maintenance or he switches his bio-suits.
Obama is a reptilian just like Napoleon and Stalin and Hitler were (still are in Hitlers case, he's alive).
What they all have in common is that they are foreigners that hi-jacked a nation from the outside.
Napoleon - Corsican
Stalin - Georgian
Hitler - Austrian
Obama - Indonesian/African/Egyptian. (Who knows)

That's the reptilian modus operandi. Their personal path to power and take-over of a nation, they
then use to invade other nations, must be an act of invasion/infiltration itself it seems. If that's some
sort of metaphysical law they follow or simply a sport to them, i don't know.
What else all three have in common is that they want to conquer russia.
Napoleon tried and failed. Hitler tried and failed. And now Obama is about to try it. Unlike the two
snakes that tried before him, this time with nuclear/ultra high tech weaponry.
War (beyond all the made up nonsensical political distractions and by reptilians engineered crises) is
basically just an energetic banquet for higher dimensional negative entities who feed off the
vibrational energy of death, decay, horror, fear, etc. Earth humans are being manipulated into going
to war with each other by the reptilians that control the states. They are wolves in sheep's clothings,
assuming human form but actually being reptilians.
As for what we see in this video. That suspiciously looks like an etheric grey alien (demon,
interdimensional being) jogging. A similar video is: Interdimensional Being coming in and out of third
dimension?
These entities are always swarming arround the snakes. Lately several demonic, ghoulish entities
were sighted arround/behind Obama. Some of them likely have a handler function tp psychically
influence or transmit speeches, stabilize his verbal abilities, etc. Obamas speech he gave back in 2013
about invading Syria was untypically fluent with that little grey-beige goblin behind him.
Crisis Actors
The o k fo the CIA , "The do it fo the money". NO! No they don't. It's simply a childish
assumption that all these thousands of people from 5 to 80 years including whole towns, involved in
these staged events would conspire against the whole planet for some tens of thousands of dollars
individually. None of them ever talks, not one of them ever falls out of role, not one of them ever
goes public trying to get even more money out of a book deal or media story, etc. not one of these
individuals ever gets drunk and spills the beans on the internet. None of them ever displays a typical
highly irrational human quality. Humans are emotional, irrational beings.
Yet these individuals never make any typical human mistake, why is that? Why do they behave so
u hu a ? Be ause the a e ot hu a s. The do t eha e like hu a s e ause the a e t – it s
that simple.
There are three levels of awareness:
Level 1: Mainstream - The sheeple
People o this le el elie e e e thi g the ai st ea
edia tells the . The do t appl iti al
thinking, they are barely conscious and basically act like receivers for government transmissions.
Level 2: Hoax events orchestrated by "Crisis Actors" - The 't uthe s', people i the t uth

o e e t .

People on this level see through the lies of the official version of things. They realized that everything
the ai st ea
edia epo ts o eithe did t ph si all o u at all, o ot i the a the sa it

did. They believe that these hoax events are staged by human crisis actors hired by CIA, NSA and the
other usual suspects in order to path the way for certain political agendas.
Level 3: All so called crisis actors are actually aliens as depicted in as fictional movies disguised real
life documentaries like They Live 1988, Invasion of the Body Snatchers 1953/78/93, Invasion 2007,
The Host
, o des i ed i the ook of Susa Reed "The Bod s at he s , o des i ed as the
ancient christian gnostics in the Nag Hammadi library texts, translated into modern language by John
Lash i his ook Not i his i age .
Those on level 2 behave towards those on level 3 the same way as those on level 1 behave towards
those on level 2. It's the same narrow minded, uncritical, ignorant behavior, and rejection to even
e e liste to thei a gu e ts, it s the sa e e talit of sheep they critizise those on level 1 for.
Bei g a sheep is ot elated ith ho
u h ou k o , it s a e talit , a state of
willingness to get to know more or the unwillingness to get to know more.

i d a out the

The individuals involved in these artificial reality events have snake tongues flicking out of their
mouthes and blinking frequencies of 150+ times a minute, and they display shapeshifting anomalies
on video, etc. Not all of them exhibit the same anomalies or with the same severity, but all display
non-human features/physiology and all of them behave non-human, inappropriate body language,
comments, not able to display nor comprehend human emotions, because THEY ARE NOT HUMAN
BEINGS!
They are not actors. Acting is not what they DO, acting is who they ARE.
We are in the final phase of an alien invasion. Period. Accept it!
Now go and watch those hollywood movies I mentioned above and then compare them with our so
alled ealit a d ealize hat s goi g o .
We are dealing with in a hive-mind organized bodysnatcher alien networks (crisis actors) that
conspire against humanity and create false reality events. Such as 9/11, sandy hook, boston, etc.
It's always entire families involved. If one is fake, the others are as well.
These hoax events orchestrated by the bodysnatchers are easy to identify:
1. Large handheld pictures of the alleged victims
2. No tears
3. No genuine human emotions/behavior
4. Skipping through grieving process and instantly forgiving offenders.
5. Instant political activism for gun-control, restricting traveling, and/or fundraiser campaigns asking
or large donations.
All these "Sandy Hook Actors" are reptilian hybrids/cain seedline. The sandy hook incidenct was an
orchestrated psy-op as part of a larger agenda.
The question is why would all these families go along with this psyop? How did they accomplish that?

Why? Why does not a single one of these "crisis-actors" spill the beans? There must have been
hundreds of individuals involved. They evidently walked in circles arround the area. (swarmintelligence?)
I adress those of who you believe this event was staged. Why is not one of them talking? Because
they have been threatened and fear for their lifes?
There are dozens of cases in mafia trials, where even high profile members of the 'Ndrangheta
(almost exclusively clans in which all members are directly family related) turned into crown
witnesses and testified against their own mothers, fathers and siblings. Even though they have to
hide and run for the rest of their lifes and likely will get killed anyway at some point.
We have military whistleblowers from deep black projects that spoke out regardless of coming from
a state of pure terror and fear about what is being done to them and their families in case they get
caught.
We even have "traitors" in the darkest, most controlled, most fear loaded areas of human society.
YET, these "crisis-actors" - total silence. How can this be?
How is that possible? Those of you who believe sandy hook to be a staged event, you don't really
believe that this was the first staged event, do you? Boston Bombing, Kenya Mall, Aurora. All these
events were staged. And what about all the "catastrophes" and "terror attacks" before, world wide?
How many of them were real events? YET, none of the involved "actors" ever talks. Why is this? How
can that be?
Humans love to gossip, chatter, feel special, like being listened to, be the center of attention. And
some humans do have conscience, empathy, feel remorse. YET, these "actors" - total silence.
ALWAYS.
Why is not one of them demonstrating any human quality/lorry?
Because they are not human.
That's the reson. They are not human, they are reptilian-hybrids, their nature is psychopathy, their
alliance is with their reptilian father race, their individuality is suppressed, they are not able to
celebrate free thinking, they are (borg)drones connected to a hive-mind, a collective group
consciousness. And they feel hatred, envy, disgrace and disgust towards humans individually and
humanity as a whole.
They are not psychopaths, they are psychopathic "aliens" or demons (demons is the christian term
for malevolent inter-dimensional beings, the muslims call them djinns).
They are the "Archons" so many ancient scriptures talk about. They are the Archons as described in
the Nag Hammadi texts. They are the Archons David Icke talks about.
Their neurology AND physiology is different from human physiology.
That's it. You can continue to think this event wasn't staged. You can continue to think it was staged
by human actors, you can continue to think it is just a criminal gang, etc. you are all behind and need
to catch up.

What it REALLY is, is one out of several operations as part of a larger agenda to invade earth and
enslave humanity.
False Flags / Hoaxes
All this madness, all these crises that happen lately are organized by these entities. Sandy Hook
"shooti g", Uzi i idie t , Bosto Bo i gs , "E ola patie ts i the US", all of these e e ts a e
staged, they are fake reality creations.
This is all admitted by them, they refer to it as "the perfect storm" and make comments such as
"Humanity has no idea what's coming", "Catastrophe for you and me, the world will see", "We will
step out of the shadows, and strike!", "Not one of you is prepared for what's coming", etc.
Metaphysical law
The reason why their hoax events are so apparently badly staged is not due to their incompetence or
insufficient intelligence or logistic capabilities. Flaws and logical fallacies are intentionally built into
these events in order to give the human victim the ability to identify these events as faked or instead
give legitimacy to the deception via ignorance and denial.
-Dollar Bill
An important instrument of this procedure are money notes. Everyone has them and thereby
e e o e is gi e the ha e to dis o e the Elite s pla s – or not.
-Media: Song lyrics, Cartoons, Series, Movies, etc.
The aliens/alien hybrids connected to the alien hive mind know the script of the global alien agenda,
and they drop clues about events that are planed to occur in the future in their songs, series,
cartoons, etc.
That way they ask for permission from the victim and it also amplifies the negative effect of future
terroristic/sacrificial events the pla ed. That s o ult p i iples.
The aliens are limited in what they can do, or are willing to do by metaphysical laws. They know that
what they do to someone else without permission granted by that individual creates a karmic
backlash with the pain inflicted coming back multiplied, what they seek to avoid.
Consequently they reveal their intentions to the victim beforehand. If the victim is ignorant, oblivious
about the hints being given, this gives the aliens the metaphysical right to proceed.
Every hint given is seeking for allowance. Once enough hints, warnings were given, the victim gave
his consent to be harmed/destroyed.
The georgia guidestones are a hint/warning given to mankind what the elite plans for us.
They admitt their entire agenda in their publications. It's all publicly available. You don't feel like
reading a 1200 page book about what the aliens have planed? You think the georgia guidestones are
just a suggesstion of some environmentalist? You think fluoride being called poison on the back of
toothpaste is jsut an exxaggreation? Well, your fault then. You agree with your destruction then.
That's how this works.

The aliens refer to this element of their agenda as planetary karma warfare. They are behind planed
parenthood. They run the prison complex industry. They control hollywood and the music business.
They run the drug cartells, etc.
If we say that the yet unborn aren't human and abort them like junk. If we put our people into prison
for minor crimes. If we allow it being corrupted by degenerate music and movies and kill each other.
If we choose to poison ourselves and others...
THEN the aliens have the right to do it to us.And abort us, and imprison us in a global police-state,
and continue corrupting us, and poisoning us. Because 'as below, so above'. .
Are you a reptilia ?
A famous example was given by Louis C.K who asked Donald Rumsfeld if he was a reptilian, which
Ru sfeld efused to a s e ith a si ple o although Ru sfeld a s e ed i e e se spee h, all
reptilians can formulate sentences in both directions).
The aliens are bound by metaphysical law and can't lie to us about their true nature. When asked if
they are reptilians they are not allowed to answer with "No", they must either answer with "Yes", or
avoid to answer. For this you don't have to ask them in person, it works over the phone/internet as
well. You'd be surprised to know how many "sceptics" in conspiracy forums deny to answer that
question. These critters are everywhere to suppress the truth about them and reality.
They are not from here and have no right to be here. And if humanity collectively demands it they
will have to leave. That's why they program us with subliminals in several shows and cartoons, etc. to
perceive them in a positive light.
They are preparing the great deception, posing as our saviors (to cirses the themselves created) and
will promise friendship and technology and medical cures (to diseases they themselves created).
Now that more and more people awaken to their existence and presence they are forced to
externalize their control structure/hierarchy and manipulate people into accepting it.
What this is all about is that they are bound by metaphysical law and can't lie to us about their true
nature. They are not from here and have no right to be here. And if humanity collectively demans it
they will have to leave. That's why they program us with subliminals in several shows and cartoons,
etc. to perceive them in a positive light. They are preparing the great deception, posing as our
saviours and friends while externalizing the luciferian hierarchy.
When asked if they are reptilians they are not allowed to answer with "No", they must either answer
with "Yes", or avoid to answer. For this you don't have to ask them in person, it works over the
phone/internet as well. You'd be surprised to know how many "sceptics" in conspiracy forums deny
to answer that question. These critters are everywhere to supress the truth about them and
everything.
And yes, they absolutely know that they are hybrids. The story of them "being clueless" is nonsense.
They are aware from early childhood on about their difference, and they are telepathic. They read
our minds and of course abuse the information they gather about us, accessing our deepest
memories.

And they are connected with each other telepathically in a hive-mind consciousness. As soon as you
are able to see them, ALL of them will know. They are the Borg.
When in person, they can be forced out of their holographic disguise by the vibrations created by
truth. How you express this, what words you use doesn't matter. The higher the dosage of truth, the
stronger the effect will be on their disguise. If you get really angry and shout at them that you know
what they are and that you DEMAND that they reveal themselves (and really mean it), they will
shapeshift in front of you instantly and there is nothing they can do about that.
Time is running out for them. Soon they will be forced into our visible light spectrum and they aren't
yet prepared. That's why they work relentlessly to suppress the changing of the vibrational
environment by starting world war 3 and detonating nukes in cities and releasing Ebola and so on. It's
their last chance to conquer earth and kill us all.
There is a small minority among them that are not outright malevolent towards us, and an even
smaller minority that does actively support us. But, make no mistake, the majority of them has ill
intent towards us. They run this slave farm called earth, they are in control and 95% of humans on
this planet live in between garbage and dirt, in slavery and in war zones.
THEY are responsible for this. Not to mention all the mass murder and horific crimes they are
responsible for.
Creating/Influencing Reality
Consciousness influences reality by affecting the probability of events. It does so at the quantum
level known as the 'observer effect' in quantum physics . The basic principles are as follows:
1) Awareness / anticipation repels.
2) Ignorance / denial allows.
3) Intent / emotional resonance attracts.
LIKE BEGETS LIKE.
In other words, the mental and emotional state that you hold in the present, attracts future events
that engender more of the same.
Emotions can travel through time. A strong emotional pattern in the present resonates with the
same emotional pattern in some probable future. When both match, a feedback loop arises between
present and future that causes this future to be energized and amplified, enhancing its ability to
merge into the present.
New Agers go very wrong when they try to ignore currently existing problems and think that by
shutting it from their minds it will disappear from their reality.
*Problem-Reaction-Solution Hoaxes/False Flags:*
Brought to you by the crazy 88. Hostile reptilian entities creating false reality events. So alled C isis
a to s a e a tuall alie e tities disguisi g as hu a s. It s a eal i asio of alie od s at he s.
-Sa d Hook S hool Shooti g .

Completely staged, nobody died. The children, all alive, were presented to the whole world at the
super bowl event.
-Boston Bombing:
Co pletel staged. The Bo
blood.

s

e e just so e s oke o

s, all the i ju ies e e fake, ith

o ie

-Germanwings Flight:
The supposed ash of flight allegedl as ho s fault? A d eas Lu itz fault – Andreas Fault –
Andreas Fault Line. He was shown on pictures sitting in front of the golden gate bridge.
-Amtrak 188:
The supposed derailment of Amtrak 188 led to supposedly 8 victims. 188-8 = 1888. The crazy 88.
Gun Control:
They Live! Humanity is waking up and soon the vibrational environment on earth will change and will
enable us to see them in their true form, and they obviously don't want us to see them while having
guns.
That's why they are now staging one hoax event after the other to legitimize gun-control and martial
law and all that to secure earth by bring in their New World Order.
FUTURE Crisis Actor staged False Flags/Hoaxes World Wide
If you know the agenda you know what future problem-reaction-solution hoaxes there are to expect.
They agenda in one word summarized is to end human free-will. They want absolute control over
every single aspect of human activity. This includes total restriction of movement and even total
control of thought.
Driverless Cars/trains/aircraft:
What would humans motivate to give up their desire and right to self-drive cars? The perception that
driving is dangerous and unnessecary and should be handed over to computer driven cars. Accidents
do happen, this is the prize of the freedom to do what people want. Better future education, safety
systems, improved human mental health and strength (taking all the Alien bio-weapons out of our
food supply), concentration and intelligence improving supplements will make driving naturally safer
in the future, while humans keep their right to decide for themselves.
In order to proceed with their agenda, the aliens and their hybrids will stage very dramatic and very
hea loss o o e ill a tuall die, it ill e all staged a ide ts i o de to p og a the
population into the perception that computer-driven cars are the future. The alien hybrid controlled
media already positions itself in order to push this perception with several staged spectacular
accidents already happening world wide. These accidents will happen on land, sea and air.
They all have the same charackteristics.

People of alue ea i g high so ial status a d i o e e die i the o get hu t . I di ated by
a ade i titles o
the lo atio of the a ide t . I f o t of ope as, s hools, fa
estau a ts,
police-stations, flower stores, museums, etc.
It ill al a s p efe a l e hild e , o e , a ede i e , et . ho get hu t i these
a idents. In order to extract maximum outcry and outrage and in order to program the unaware
human population most effectively with the need for a solution, which then will be presented in the
form of driverless cars/trains/aircraft.
Also typical of these staged a ide ts is it that the i ol ed isis a to s e
ui kl ill get
politically active and involved and call for measures and consequences. They star fundraising
campaigns and petitions to further their agenda.
Little o -existant) Timmy got crushed by a train on an unsafe railcroad crossing, please sign the
petitio to e d u safe ossi gs ithout gates a d help ake a ha ge!
Something like that.
Othe e e ts o t p e o people s e path ut ill e of spe ta tula / ei d atu e to keep the
most effe ti el i people s e o to the late efe to these staged a ide ts as efe e es i
future propaganda.
Re e e that odd a ide t he e a t ai
happe ed if e had d i e less t ai s!

ushed i to a

a u e-t a spo te ? That ould t ha e

See? That s ho that o ks. This age da is o hest ated e tities that ha e s ie tifi all ut
robotically) studied human nature and are now trying to most effectively exploit their knowledge and
prey on people.
-Bavarian State Opera in Munich Accident:
! ea old d i e allegedl d o e i to a g oup of pede st ia s a d killed a o a . Sho tl afte
this incident another driver allegedly drove into a group of people sitting in fron of a restaurant.
These events are staged and/or technologically manipulated (car hacking). They will always follow
the sa e patte : So eo e ho d o e ut should t e allo ed to so e health o ditio d o e
i to a g oup of i o e t pedest ia s. P efe a l hild e , o e a d p efe a l people of alue .
An accident in front of the state opera sells the agenda of self-driving cars much better than an
accident in some ghetto.
-Several recent train related incidents in Germany:
O e thi g o se i g e e t su h e e ts ith isis a to s i ol ed i di ates that the also a t
driverless trains and they further want all railroad crossings with electronic gates.
In short, they want total surveillance and control of human traffic. With checkpoints, gates, etc.
-Train accident Osnabrück: Allegedly a train collided with a manure transporter at a railroad crossing.
Allegedl
e e hu t adl , died a d had i o i ju ies… akes
, the u e of skull a d
o es. No guess the ti e it allegedl happe ed, at . . That s a d -13. The train stopped
300 meters too late. The driver that allegedly died was 41=4-1=3.

Now, life is full of surprises and things do go badly, and number patterns can be random. But if the
i u sta es of a alleged a ide t see suspi ious h did t the t ai d i e see the t a spo te ,
or if he sa it too late, h did t he a the people i the t ai , et . et . a d the alleged data of
the e e t is all the illu i ati s fa o ite u e s a d if the alleged a ide t se es the age da…the
ou should t elie e a si gle o d a out u less ou e k o n someone involved personally
PERSONALLY, ot hea d so eo e o the i te et o
e t that he k e the , e ause these
hybrids actively try to influence public opinion in the online comment sections) .
-Germanwings Flight 9525
Co pletel staged e e t. I not even sure if they flew a real plane into the ground or just spread
the wreck parts arrounds. Anyway, no bodies were shown because there were no bodies. No one
died, the fa il e e s a e all a ho ti isis a to s. No tea s, o t ue hu a e otio s,
completely inappropriate behaviour = archons.
The zo e it

ashed is fo

ed like a gia t V, V fo Ve us.

Ma h
the a hi e ashed . + = , Ma h is the
11x6=66, 11x3=33. The dates of these events always create
important occult numbers.
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Why? To further the agenda of total Skynet control over all human traffic. Land, sea and air.
Hu a s ould ash pla es, hu a s a t e t usted, hu a s should e epla ed
o ots, planes
need remote- o t ol , et . la la.
We will see more staged incidents like these. Chesnas, helicopters, drones, Airbusses, Military Jets,
etc. dropping out of the sky like flies in most comical circus like ways possible.
RFID Chip (mark of the beast)
-S edish offi e: We i pla t ou
operate the printer, etc.

o ke s ith

i o- hips, it s o e ie t to ope doo s a d

-Google e e uti e: Take ou io et i tattoo, it ill piss off ou pa e ts! She said. O s allo
this google chip, so you can open your front door.
There will be more propaganda in order to convince people to be implanted. Those who promote
these chips in most cases are alien hybrids.
The RFID chip is not only about having total control over a persons money, etc. It eventually is simply
a tool for frequency warfare and simply a kill-switch to turn a humans heartbeat off by the push of a
utto . The eptilia s ad it this i the ook The Bod S at he s Susa Reed a d e plai that
they prefer this strategy over ABC-Wa fa e e ause it s a effi ie t , elia le a d lea
ethod to
exterminate humanity.
Planetary Karma Warfare
Abortion is a cornerstone in the spiritual war against humanity. All the major promoters of abortion
are reptilian hybrids. And most if not all of the abortion clinics are led by them as well. Where they
consume the aborted fetuses. And who knows how many end up in the human food supply.

If we kill ourselves, and that includes the unborn apparently, this gives the reptilians the
metaphysical right to literally abort us. If you don't value the life of the most innocent you're not
worth of having your own. And expansion of this agenda is it to kill infants up to age 4, which will
create even more negative karma even faster.
This is the law of planetary karma, and the reptilians use it against us in order to annihilate us and
take over our planet. They can't force us, but they can manipulate us into doing it. Quiet successfully
so, sadly.
Eating animals is another cornerstone of reptilian karma warfare as well as the war on human
consciousness. If we exploit life forms with lesser cognitive abilities, they are metaphysically allowed
to exploit us as they have higher cognitive abilities. Also the consumption of meat lowers the
consumer and keeps him in a state of a very low level of consciousness. Injecting all the agony, fear,
terror the animal felt before its death is what becomes part of the consumer.
Globalism includes a variety of political and ideological concepts. It's an umbrella term for every
ideology the reptilians used since millenia to socially engineer the worlds civilization into a global
technoratic tyranny, also known as New World Order.
Everything that connects us with what is of divine origin strengthens spirit and weakens evil. The
reptilians overwrite true divine reality with an artificial synthetic reality. They do not want us to
connect with nature, they don't want us to communicate, they don't want us to go inside ourselves.
They want us dim, docile, unable to articulate properly, unconscious, passive and weak and
completely domesticated on their quest to create the perfect human slave.
Misandry and misogyny, radical feminism, racism, class war, culture war, tribalism, disrespecting the
old, abusing the young, disrespecting soldiers (they thought they were doing good), pedophilia,
beastiality, torture, immorality, these are all concepts foreign to true human nature and were
introduced by the reptilian social engineers in order to divide&conquer us, to weaken our spirit and
diminish our life force and will to survive.
All this and much more are elements of the strategic global warfare several inter-dimensional alien
collectives are responsible for.
The E d ti e age da
Ma
elie i g that God is a out to pu ish a ki d fo it s si s. Well ou ould sa so, ut it s a
uninformed interpretation. What actually is happening is reptilian aliens raging planetary karma
warfare of the human race in order to drag humanity into their frequency range which allows them
to exert greater and greater influence upon the development and appearance of the world.
Step 1: Take over the media via infiltration and financial take-over.
Step 2: Use several social warfare programs to convince humans of their unworthiness/ugliness. Via
weaponized academic ideologies based on twisted/completely fabricated data. Via setting an
example that will be imitated and adopted by the viewers.
Step 3: People first subconscious then conscious will develop the perception that they are ugly and
worthless and hurt the earth and then accept their destruction. This will cause them lose their ethics

and morals and behave in self-destructive ways which then create negative karma for them that a
third party predator (the aliens) then can exploit to their own advantage.
Step 4: Use the negative planetary karma the humans created for themselves against them and use
your weather- and geo weapons to shake the planet.
There were several mass extinction events in earths history where the reptilians wiped out
civilization because the human cattle regained consciousness. And now we're very close to another
mass extinction event. Ebola, 3rd World War, Nuclear power plants and bioweapon laboratories on
earthquake lines, HAARP, CERN, Hoover damn, etc. It's all orchestrated to create a perfect storm to
wipe out humanity.
Movies that are about this topic and reveal the truth in an allegoric way are:
-The Matrix: The conversation with the Architect (Old man with grey beard), in which he reveals to
Neo that Zio Ea th s i ilizatio is a out to e dest o ed.
-The Hunger Games: Radical population reduction, the survivors being herded together In primitive
camps.
-The Isla d: The a tifi iall eated/do g aded hu a p odu ts that se e as iologi al spa e pa t
deports are about to get terminated because they are in the process of regaining consciousness and
then will be uncontrollable by the overseers.
-The C oods: This o ld is a out to e d. The ea th ill shake a d volcanos will erupt, and there will
be thunder and storms..and there will be monsters chasing after you (a big cat with razor sharp
teeth . The e is a ette o ld a aiti g, t a el to a ds the t o la ge ou tai s a d e e e that
creativity can safe you i all situatio s.
-The day after earth: You either find that beacon, or we are going to die.
-The Southpa k Episode I a

a little it ou t

: Ea th! A ealit t sho .

-Jupiter Ascending: Earth is a farm, ripe for harvest.
As for possible big events, let s go th ough hat e k o s ste ati all . It ill e diffi ult fo the
to st ike us f o a a gle that e do t e pe t as ou k o ledge of thei age da is e
comprehensive and detailed.
ABC Warfare:
Real occurances/information and portrayal in media.
Nuclear Warfare
The detonation of a nuclear weapon in an american city could be used to declare martial law or as a
legitmization of the invasion of other countries. If such a nuclear false flag attack would take place it
would be blamed on "ISIS/Iran/Syria/'Tea-Party/Patriots/Veterans/Conspiracy Theorists".
-Dyess Airforce Base incident

A u lea eapo as illegall disappea ed out of the D ess ai fo e ase i
a d has t ee
reported yet as officially delivered/returned to somewhere. The base did NOT deny that the event
took place. The nuclear bomb is still officially missing as by now, may 2015.
-Manhattan
A nuclear attack on manhattan is depicted on the Dollar Bills. The Elite are following metaphysical
rules, revealing their plans ahead of time in subliminal form is them asking for permission to proceed
with their agenda. Barack Obama said that he was worried about a nuke going off in manhattan at
the nuclear security summit.
-Chicago
The plan to nuke Chicago was revealed by Hacker Guccifer, found in emails of the political elite of the
U.S
- Chesapeake, Virgina
Hidden in the Skull&Bones Yale fraternity symbol (postal code 23322) is a nuclear false flag attack. In
detail analyzed by Jonathan Kleck and 2Circies.
-FOIL
Disguised as pa ado Wei d Al i oope atio ith CollegeHu o e ealed the i te tio of the
reptilian controlled Illuminati to detonate a Nuke in order to bring in martial law and total global
control. In-depth a al sis of e e thi g the pa od e eals
Ci les.
-Iron Sky 2 The Coming Race
Disguised as fictional movie story, the team of Iron Sky reveals the plans of the shapeshifting reptilian
elite to detonate a nuke in Washington/cause global nuclear war in order to then invade earth once
the human infra-structure was destroyed/weakened.
-Fukushima
Fukushima was intentionally destroyed with tactical nuclear devices. The tsunami was created to give
a o e to the te o isti a t. It is i te tio all ot o tai ed i o de to o ti ue adiati g ea th s
atmosphere. The Archons require radiation to live in, hence they want to radiate the entire planet.
The Reptilians are terraforming earth with radiation (and methan). Chernobyl and Fukushima just
being the most prominent terraforming operation. Nuclear reactors worldwide are leaking, and
nothing is done about it because it is part of an orchestrated global agenda..
These nuclear power plants are under the control of reptilian hybrids who do nothing to handle the
situation properly with intention.
4th dimensional reptilians, need higher levels of radiation to more easily manifest on earth.
Raditation is the atmosphere in their native environment.
*Biological Warfare:*
-GMO

Alie iologi al a fa e to desta ilize a d dest o the e os ste . A phi ia DNA is t hat they
a e telli g us hat it is. It s eptilia DNA to h idize us.
-Bio weapon:
Ba a k O a a said du i g the
(He really said that).

a ufa tu ed E ola- isis that E ola, uote: Was just a test u .

-FCC:
Su li i al
release.

essage The out eak ill e o tai ed , lea p epa atio fo a staged

io-weapon

Chemical Warfare:
-Fluoride
Reducing IQ and causing bone cancer.
Artifically created mental Illness
That's the result of the fluoride in the tab water, that already was put in there by the soviets and
nazis to keep their prisoners docile.
Various other bio-weapons in food, water, air (the chemtrails), vaccines, etc.
And a weaponized culture. Constant documentaries "A world without humans", "Humans are a
plague on the earth", "Why humans are monsters", blabla, etc.
This convinces people subconsciously that they are worthless, pityful, ugly and shouldn't exist.
Bio-chemical-weapons, culture warfare, social warfare, psychological warfare, brain-chemistry
altering frequencies emitted from cell-phones and towers.
All to get humans ready to accept their eventual destruction. It's a master-plan, a piece of satanic
architectural art.
Alien agenda, luciferian agenda, refer to it as you want but it's happening right now on this planet.
These aliens/entities want to conquer the planet in order to colonize it with their own hybrids. In
order to do that they first need to get rid of humans, and since these aliens are very smart they don't
do so by physical warfare, but in a gentle, stealthy way with various highly refined warfare programs
and a compromised elite installed among the native civilization.
And people without resilience are victim of this agenda, an agenda so intelligent that even if they're
told about it, they still welcome your destruction as planed by the agenda. That's how diabolical it is.
It's an artifically created form of mental-illness.
Just as described in the novel "1984" by George Orwell. Or as in the movie "The Time Machine" of
1960 (the old one depicts the mental state of the Eloi (humans) more precise). Eloi and Morlock
(Reptilians) with the Eloi being food for the Reptilians and they don't feel bad about their role as food
at all.

Why create a human that desires to be consumed?
Would t passi el a d uietl goi g alo g ith the self- destruction be sufficient in order to get rid
of humanity within the boundaries of metaphysical law and colonize the planet? Turning humans
into supporting agents of the agenda sure is helpful but there is more to it.
There are different casts, within these alien collectives.
An individual like Will Arnett for example is an alien prole. Smarter than its human equivalent but
esse tiall a p ole. I a t ait to see ho the all e d to uote hi
hile e eali g the alie
age da to ai da age hu a s. That s ot ho so eo e i telle tuall i ol ed, dedi ated to the
age da talks. He s a i io , that is appoi ted to ju p a ou d like a idiot a d ake o ies for the
pu pose of dist a tio , i etu he s allo ed to go to Ki
el a d talk a out ho g eat he is,
wearing a NASA space suit. An alien prole. Just like Alec Baldwin.
There are casts far beyond such green trash. And there are different schools of thought within the
same cast. Within their science cast some of them are rational, pragmatic, coldly scientific about the
whole process. They want the planet, humans are in the way of the colonization so they need to be
done away with within the boundaries of metaphysical law, no extravagances.
Another group within that cast consists of those that do what they do out of ideological conviction
and they perceive it as an art form. A cast of extremely intelligent and extremely evil luciferian high
priests that seek to constantly refine their methods and apply them not just with pragmatic scientific
rational but with artistic wickedness.
And those are the ones that are behind the creation of humans desiring to be consumed while loudly
cheering for it. This is the pinnacle of luciferianism, to make creation desire its own destruction and
actively contribute to it and promote it to others.
The portrayal of the Eloi in the version of the Ti e Ma hi e f o H.G.Wells f o
is u h
more accurate and helpful than the one in the movie from 2002. In the newer movie the Eloi are
portrayed as regular people with normal brain-function and simply a lack of courage.
In the version of 1960 the Eloi are realistically portrayed as careless, apathetic, uneducated, child-like
people under mind-control and in a perpetual trance state submissive to authority figures.
The Eloi are not a hopeless case. They can be shaken out of their trance, animated to take action and
rise up against their oppressors.
Media Warfare
TV (Transdimensional Vortex) is an LED weapon system broadcasting subliminals over alpha-brain
wave carrier waves. It also is an interdimensionalo portal system allowing entities access into our
rooms and to suck off etheric energy released nearby. Hence horror movies and pornography.
They control the media. They control Hollywood.
Their portrayal of humans and human interactions and relationships in movies and series is always
crude, is always about conflict, is always shallow, heartless, unharmonious. It portrays humans as
clumsy, selfish, one-dimensional, clueless, uneducated, heartless, psychologically corrupt.

This is done with scientific method to divide the sexes and social groups, etc. And to systematically
dumb down humans and teach humans that they are worthless, insignificant, full of flaws and error
and expendable.
It is s ste ati , s ie tifi , ps hologi al/spi itual a fa e. It does t happe out of so e selfdeveloped cultural dynamic that is self-running/self-developing. It is done with a cold scientific
rational behind it. None of it is random, none of it is coincidental.
Ask yourself: Is there a series in which couples/friends/colleges get along well? Are in a harmonious
loving relationship/relation and experience curious adventurous, enlightening, enriching, morally
inspiring, heart-warming things?
NO! The media is t o t olled hu a s. It s o t olled
beings. It is controlled by reptilian savages.

ude, old, hea tless, o e-dimensional

Weather Warfare
-HAARP
Tsunamis, Storm fronts, Hurricanes, Earthquakes are said to be caused by this installation.
Popular publicly known Installations such as HAARP and CERN are a small part in the manipulation of
weather and geological and oceanic events on earth.
Beyond that there is alien technology being used against human civilization.
We have eye-witness reports of UFOs and demonic, grey alien grimaces in storms and nearby
tornados creating floods and droughts and mayhem since thousands of years.
Charlemagne (Karl der Große) spoke of aerial ships of aliens regularly terrorising the medieval skies,
prompting the emperor and his successor to legislate against their activities:
The people lai ed that so e e s had take possessio of the Ai fo the pu pose of aisi g
tempests and bringing hail upon their crops."
Louis the Débonnaire, as well imposed grievous pe alties upo all these "T a ts of the Ai .
Possibly not every drizzle is caused by the aliens. Tsunamis, Earthquakes and Volcanic erruptions of
gigantic and devastating magnitude with high human casualties however are most likely solely
caused by malevolent entities and alien technology.
-Chemtrails
They serve a variety of purposes. One being to weaken the human immune system to be less resilient
against possible future bio-weapon releases and spreading diseases.
Another purpose is it to reflect incoming cosmic rays.
State sponsored/fabricated Terror Warfare:
-ISIS:

ISIS is the a e of a illu i ati goddess a d as fou ded, fi a ed a d t ai ed the CIA still up
to this day. It is used as a global proxy army for western intelligent services in order to destabilize the
planet.
-Veterans/Militia:
Law enforcement, military are trained to perceive returning Veterans and Militia/Constitutionalists as
their enemies as they are the first that would oppose a state take-over.
-Rockergangs:
The state seeks to eliminate every threat to its power monopoly. Rockergangs are another group
being targeted as potential resistance. The recent incident in Wako was an operation to control these
groups and brand them as enemy to public safety.
CERN
A dimensional portal into the reptilian realm. All top scientists and the CERN director are reptilian
hybrids/bodysnatchers.
Three main purposes generally attributed to CERN are:
. Esta lishi g a o hole to, as a ie t te ts suggest, the la d of the dead , hat likel is a
reference to a different hostile dimension (original dimension of the Archons).
2. The manipulation of human mass consciousness to steer mankind into a by the elite desired highly
negative timeline.
3. And the creation of earthquakes. Researcher EntertheStars showed the connection between Nepal
and CERN.
*Hoover Dam:*
It s t ue pu pose is to e a i stallatio that se es the pu pose of eati g a di e sio al po tal. As
analyzed by Jonathan Kleck the damn apparently was designed to when destroyed deliver the kinetic
e e g e essa to esta lish said po tal. It s dest u tio , just like the u lea de astatio of
manhattan, is portrayed on the Dollar Bill.
*Multidimensional time war:*
That is what is actually happening all the time without us noticing it. We are in a 3rd-4th-5th multidimensional temporal war. Hyper-dimensional and time-line manipulation warfare. Happening on an
individual and mass scale, involving the entire planet.
We can analyze that by observing their modus operandi. How it changes in tempo and how it
manifests. The more hasty and badly coordinated they advance the more likely we won in the future,
what then caused them to give order back in time to their 3D minions to accelerate the agenda.
The more they accelerate the more mistakes they make and the more resistance grows from people
noticing the sudden changes.

This they normally seek to avoid, so when they do it, they do it because they are forced to by
knowing that we won in the future due to them not accelerating enough in that timeline...but that
then causes it too fail more likely, unless they can overpower us with extreme acceleration.
As it stands now we already won in the future - Terminator Genisys which is why they now sent back
a terminator in time to kill the young Sarah Connor (the growing resistance) by extreme acceleration
of their agenda.
Race War Agenda
There always was and probably always will be conflict between human races, yet before the
Illuminati and their crisis actor networks created hoaxes and race baiting media propaganda and
financed/provoked riots, relation between black and white people in america seemed to be stable
and improving.
The Race War agenda is merely one out of several social warfare programs all controlled by shadowy
figures in the background. It is based on lies, exaggerations, misconceptions and outright
hoaxes/false flag events. All hyped racial type cases recently seen in the media were hoaxes
fabricated by alien crisis actors.
It s ot la k s hite, it s eptilia s posi g as black and white humans) vs humanity.
Geological warfare
Yellowstone and other volcanos are targets for reptilian geo-weapons like HAARP.
Environmental warfare
They want a global carbon tax and other tyrannical measures which they seek to accomplish by
co i i g people of hu a aused li ate ha ge a d glo al eathe haos as a esult of it. I
truth, they will create this global weather chaos with their weather machines and geo-weapons.
Asteroid bombardement
As revealed by Wernher von Braun Asteroids being thrown at us will be the created crisis before the
alien threat. The Elite already has space base plattforms and their alien superiors surely do have the
technology to throw asteroids at us.
Planet X, Nibiru
A pla et spi s ight out of O it, aliens show up – eati g

a ki d . I sa e Clo

Posse

The pla et of the se pe ts ill a i e
Skynet
They are behind Skynet and rise the of robots. They run Google, they run Darpa, they run Boston
dynamics, they run Hollywood and produced the terminator movies in order to get us accustomed
thereby weaken resistance to it and giving us a happy ending where humans win.
They let us win in the movies, to give us a collective subconscious victory over the aliens and the
machines, to more easily destroy us in real life.

Skynet was defeated in "Terminator Genisys", while the real world Skynet is doing well and growing
stronger each day.
Aliens
Archons can appear in various forms.
Reptilians/Mantid/Greys:
Negative Nordics:
You can see them in the as fiction disguised quasi-do u e ta Jupite As e di g
the Draconian Reptilians and the Greys that are their underlings.

o

a di g to

Through various personalities in the exopolitics field, the secret government is already being branded
as a paranoid Cabal keeping mankind from open contact with alien benefactors, holding us back from
our rightful destiny to enter into galactic citizenship. Like a good cop / bad cop routine, presenting
the Ca al as the sole ad gu a d alie s as the good gu s is pushi g t o false hoi es, a d
therein lies the deception.
To defeat the agenda, mankind must not choose between peaceful assimilation and ignorant
xenophobia, but rather between peaceful assimilation and peaceful liberation, liberation from both
the secret government and their alien overlords. A more sophisticated version of this plan is to
i lude so e th o a a alie g oups as pa t of the ad gu s — for example, the ever convenient
Reptilians whose scary appearance makes them suita le oge e . Not to sa Reptilia s a e good
gu s , just that po t a i g the a d pe haps the G a s alo g ith the Ca al as the sole ad gu s
makes the other negative alien factions, such as the hostile types of Nordics, appear like saviors in
comparison, which is precisely the plan.
-Ste e G ee : G ee , a d a o ia eptilia hi self, p o otes the idea that ALL alie s ould e
e e ole t a d he e to help us .
-Da id Wil o k: Sith dis iple of Da th G ee . Possi l a g e alie ith a pleiadia a assado t pe
wig. Standing next to Greer they indeed look like the Archontic duo of Reptile and Grey.
-Paul Hell e : A eptilia h id hi self hu a s do t e o e i iste of defe se, a d hu a s
do t ha e slit-pupils), basically parrots Greer with an additional environmental spin, claiming that
humans would be responsible for climate change and that only aliens have the technology to fix the
by us created problems.
Truth is, reptilian hybrids like him are responsible for ALL problems on earth. And climate change is
caused by their weather weapon technology such as HAARP and CERN.
Grey Hybrids:
Bashar
He promotes the reptilian created grey hybrid genetic invasion army as "loving hybrid children". They
aren't children they are in reptilian bio laboratories created soul-containers for the purpose of
reptilian colonization of an incarnation on earth. It's the final stage of the reptilian invasion to

present us these abominations likely after project armageddon (earth quakes, biological weapon
releases, comets, mega storms, etc.) to pose as our saviours.
That's the reason why they want the police state and why they want to disarm the public. That's the
alien New World Order.
Shaun Swanson
Like all abductees he gets regularly abducted and implanted with hypnotic suggestions to promote
the g e la o ato h id oa hes as lo i g a d spi itual .
Positive Nordics
The problem is that negative forces, hoaxers, and delusional New Agers have created caricatures of
the real thing and either usurped the name, or created a new name to designate their fabrications.
So there may in fact be positive humanoid aliens and a positive spiritual brotherhood. They might
even be called the Pleiadeans and Great White B othe hood. But that does t ea e e o e ho
identifies themselves under those names, or associates with them, is necessarily also positive. In fact
I d sa that a huge ajo it of the latte a e othi g ut i posto s a d s a
e s.
I mean, how a hu a s, alie s, de o s, et . th oughout histo ha e posed as God to thei
u suspe ti g i ti s? Negati e fo es o iousl a t gai
u h allegia e
e eali g thei t ue
colors, so they wear the colors of the good guys.
The Ashtar Command, Galactic Federation, and Galactic Federation of light as known by those names
are false, as those names originated with certain channelers and hippies and not with anybody
actually known by that name. I mean Ashtar sounds like a joke derived from Ashtaroth, the name of a
de o ho ho sedu es
ea s of lazi ess, a it , a d atio alized philosophies.
But I know from personal experience that positive aliens, some looking like humans, do exist. Only,
they never identify their real names, where they come from, and they sure as hell never call
the sel es g a diose titles like Mel hizedek P i ess of the Mi taka C stal Dolphi Allia e
or something along those lines.
The o l easo ou k o the e positi e is thei a tio s a d the e d esults of thei words, the
knowledge and training they give to make you a more aware, ethical, powerful, and freer human
being. And not through common sense, over used, trite sayings that anyone could get from fortune
cookies, but through timely, specific, powerful knowledge that makes a difference, that you can
verify through personal experience and reason, that has a certain deep elegance to it testifying to
their experience, wisdom, and intelligence.
The eal good gu s a e t the sapp a too s that ou ead a out i Ne Age lite atu e. The e
more mature, mentally lucid and sharp. They say a lot with few words. You know how my site gets to
the point and cuts through the crap. Well, same for these guys, just to a higher level. What they say
accords with the facts. If someone calling himself Commander Ashtar says all negative aliens have
just been kicked off the planet and we should rejoice, but you yourself are still getting symptoms of
alien monitoring and abductions, then guess what, that Ashtar character is full of it.

I do t see a easo to shoot ou sel es, e ause the situatio is t hopeless. I ea , e e k o fo
a long time — from dreams, prophecies, trends, lessons of history — that the world needs to change,
will change, but that the transition would be mightily difficult, and that dark forces would reach an
e u iati g es e do efo e thei do fall. So e e at the foothill of that da k ou tai , a d su e
e ha e a diffi ult ti e to get th ough, ut the e s a positi e light at the e d of the tu el. We
should t gi e up, e ause the fight has et to t ul egi . We just ha e to ha g i the e a d take ou
battles one day at a time, keeping our eye on the faithful positive outcome at the end.
Positive Reptilians
There are benevolent reptilians, their numbers o this pla et fo e tai ho e e a e fe . That s
not my personal estimation or that of someone else, this is what the benevolent reptilians
themselves tell us. Via several sources, one of them being the V- Series both from 1984 and 2009 in
which they sa O l a fe of us, a e fe of us do t ag ee ith hat the othe eptilia s a e
doi g .
The alien/luciferian agenda
1. The New World Order (ultimately controlled by malevolent aliens) exists and wants to take over
the world and now is very close to achieve their ultimate goal of total world domination.
2. The Illuminati are behind gun control because they will not be able to fully seize control until the
public has been disarmed.
. To a hie e that the illu i ati stage false flag atta ks i o de to
give up their guns.

a ipulate the pu li s opi io to

4. Basically every event you see reported on in the mainstream media either didn't physically occur
at all, or not in the way they claim it did.
There are global networks of crisis actors that stage hoax events in order to further advance the
agenda of the new world order. They do this since hundreds of years, already described by the
ancient christian gnostics that called it "false reality creation". Recent events that were purely staged
where no one died and no one got hurt include: Sandy Hook, Boston Bombing, Aurora Theater, the 9
year old with the Uzi incident, all of these events and more serve the goal of gun-control and
disarming the people.
5. Crisis actors are aliens. They are telepathically connected and uplinked to a hive-mind. This
invasion of bodysnatching aliens is documented in the as fiction disguised real life documentary
movies: "Invasion" (2007), The Host (2013), Invasion of the body snatchers (several years), Under the
skin 2014.
6. The Illuminati spray Chemtrails to poison us with consciousness suppressing poison and make us
inhale nano-fibers to uplink us into the Borg hive-mind. This was depicted in the as fictional movie
disguised eal life do u e ta The Ga e .
7. They poison our food and water and put viruses into our vaccines, it is a globally orchestrated
slow-kill bio-chemical weapon program to slowly shut down our immune-system, capability of
thinking and ability to communicate properly. A preparation for eventual aggressive bio-weapon
releases such as airborne ebola.

8. Artificial intelligence is a deadly threat to the human race. The soon to be introduced robots will be
equipped with undetectable backdoor Trojan horses that make them operable from some
u de g ou d shado go e
e t u ke . It s the ise of the a hi es as it as p ophesied i the
Terminator movies. The negative aliens are in control of Skynet.
9. These entities also are responsible for the intentional destruction of the Fukushima nuclear site
with both weather-weapons (tsunami) and micro-nukes hidden the security cameras. Several nuclear
power plants globally are intentionally leaking in order to terraform the planet with radiation what is
the natural environment of these interdimensional entities.
10. They plan to detonate a nuke in Manhattan(NYC)/Chicago/Dallas/Chesapeake (or other
city/cities) what - just like 9/11 and the pentagon attack - was depicted on the dollar bills. Watch the
analyses done by Jonathan Kleck and the videos "Luciferian Reptilians Plan To Detonate A Nuke In
Ma hatta ", Illu i ati Nuke Ta gets
+ Ne Ta get Re ealed? Chesapeake I Vi gi ia About To
Be Nuked? , to lea ho to possi l p e e t the f o doi g it.
They also want to blow up the hoover dam to establish a dimensional portal to saturn which is a
inter-reality portal into the reptilian dimension (dimension X) from where they want to bring in
reinforcements to conquer earth.
11. The Black helicopter phenomenon is real. All that go up against the reptilian rulers of this planet
receive custom attention and are targeted by various psychological warfare operations. Gangstalking for example.
12. Psychotronic weapons are real and used against the opposition of the Illuminati. This is described
i detail i the NASA do u e t Sile t eapo s fo uiet a s .
13. Grey Aliens under the command of reptilian/mantid and negative Nordic aliens abducted humans
world wide over the last 70 years to create a new human-grey hybrid slave race (Nephilim) ruling
over us as tyrants of the new world order.
They are already living among us, moving into apartments, taking driving courses, infiltrating the
police and military. Soon they will be introduced as our saviors/next step in human evolution. If
humanity should accept these hybrids as positive step in our evolution and choose to interbreed with
them, human freedom will end forever and humans will be assimilated into the draco-orion collective
to serve as slave race (Borg drones).
14. The MIB are real and unlike portrayed in the movies they are evil.
15. The Illuminati are controlled by Reptilian/Insectoid and Negative Nordic aliens
(demons/interdime sio al ei gs/dji . It s ot just a fe elite fa ilies. % of the populatio a e
reptilian hybrids acting as herdsmen for the human population. They are the watchers in all positions
of society where they have power over the lives and perceptions of humans, from teachers to CEOs,
generals, police-men, etc.
They can be identified. They have the irresistible urge to flick their tongues out. Some of them have
extremely high blinking frequencies of 100-200 times per minute.
A minority among them is benevolent towards humans.

16. One reason why all of this is public knowledge is because these entities are forced to reveal their
agenda to us in order to prevent the karmic backlash of killing the rightful inhabitants of a planet.
Several movies do actually tell the full truth depicted in a fictional way. Such movies are: The matrix
Trilogy, Jupiter Ascending, The Island (2005), Dark City (1998), The Truman Show (1998), They Live
(1988), Alien Nation (1988), Iron Sky (2012), Iron Sky – The coming race (2016) and others.
No els that tell the t uth a e:
Geo ge O ell, B a e e Wo ld Aldous Hu le , V il –
The coming race by Edward Bulwer-Lytton, Childhoods End by Arthur C. Clarke and in a symbolical
way Lord of the Rings by J. R. R. Tolkien.
Alien-Human relation on earth
Human-alien/entity relation isn't the same as human-human relation. Alien-human relation is like
human-cows. This planet is a farm, and humans were genetically modified to be farm animals. As
Morpheus said in "the Matrix", "They turned human beings into batteries". This is the situation.
And the aliens are the rancher. And they openly refer to humans as 'cattle'. They have complete
disregard, contempt and outright hatred for us. And that's not the minority of them, it's the majority.
If it wasn't the majority, this planet wouldn't look the way it does. 95% of humans live in horrific
conditions of poverty and sickness and struggle and suffering. The aliens are in control of this planet,
this is their responsibility.
Please people don't be naive and don't be victim to stockholm syndrome and self-delusion. This will
get us from one prison right into the next. Face the truth and aquire the knowledge of evil (and
good), but also of evil. Human empathy is a weakness as the reptilians say. They say so because it
allows us being manipulated by them over our emotions and don't think logically.
They are not hiding from us because humans are such savages that would attack those friendly aliens
among them. These alien entities crippled humanitys genetics in order to turn mankind into a source
of physical and etheric food. They DO harm us! They systemtically in collaboration instill trauma,
horror, fear, pain, agony to feed off us. They manipulate our relations, they cause wars and conflicts.
They use us for labor and their entertainment. They abduct tens of thousands of humans EVERY YEAR
to slaughter in them in underground bases. Torture, rape, murder. They prefer the flesh of children.
They refer to humans as cattle. And they work conspire with each other to keep it that way. By
putting poison into our water, food, air, medicine, etc.
They are behind all of the race baiting. They caused all of these incidents in the US to create a race
war. They want a civil war. They want world war 3. They are behind all the hoaxes. They are behind
the police state. They are behind the new world order.
They seek to implement their final solution which is the enslavement of mankind on a prison planet
with total surveillance and total control over the human body.
They don't hide from us because we're the bad guys, or because they are scared and just want to live
in peace. They hide from us because being exposed would be the end of their terror-overlordship
and exploitation of humanity, that's why!
And that's not the minority of them, it's the MAJORITY of them who are NOT friendly towards
humans. How many do you see on public stage that inform us about the reptilian/alien agenda? Very

very very few in comparison to how many of these creatures there are among us. An extremely low
percentage of them are benevolent towards humans. They exploited us for millenia. Earth is a human
slave colony controlled by reptilians, greys, insectoids, negative felines, etc.
The reptilians brag about this in many movies, series, publications. They brag that they rule, they
brag that soon they will have total control, they brag that they will kill almost all humans and then
colonize earth with their own hybrids.
But now that we are waking up, they are forced to run an adertisement campaign so that we
perceive them in a positive light. This is done with subliminals, operatives in the alien research
community, mind-programmed abductees, alien propaganda in cartoons and movies, etc.
Virtual reality. Saturn-Moon Matrix
All of this is a virtual reality simulation based on data about a past time in human history projected
by Saturn and amplified by large underground antenna fields on the moon whichs real name is Levan
and is the death star from star wars run by reptilian aliens.
The movie "The Island" from 2005 depicts that in an even better way than the Matrix as i think. It's
about downgraded humans (us) on a mental level of juvenilles imprisoned in a fake reality habitat
with a projected sky/space inside a giant laboratory complex ..for organ harvesting (the reptilians in
the underground bases and cities eating humans).
They have to suppress our spiritual connection in order for us to stay alive, but not smart enough to
figure out what's really going on. But now the human 'products' are regaining consciousness (due to
the truth vibrations as Icke calls them) and regain consciousness, and then they can't be held back by
the reptilian prison guards any longer and escape into the real world.
And this is our situation. We are waking up, the Reptiles know that and want to destroy us before we
can escape.
that happened 5 times before already. This is what the matrix architect, the demiurge refered to
when he said that this will be the sixth time the machines will destroy the matrix. Read the headlines,
'Mass extinction event on the horizon", "Rise of Skynet and the terminator machines". Yea...this will
be the sixth time they will destroy it. And they've become excedingly efficient at it.
And what he ment with the Neo anomaly being systemic and leading to a catastrophic collapse of the
matrix, that's what we refer to as "waking up".
So waking up alone won't be good enough we also will have to reach critical mass FAST. Because the
clock is ticking and working against us.
Book of revelation & other negative prophecies
stop listening to that fanatic "prophecy crowd" preaching and welcoming doomsday. They are
deceived by the alien agenda.
Jonathan Kleck is also one of that crowd. "The end is here! It was prophezied, it MUST happen! No
escape! No Hope!" when he pointed out the destruction of manhattan on the dollar bill.

And then, in all modesty, i came along, not caring about what some prophecy says and put up the
video "Illuminati Reptilians want to destroy manhattan and how to STOP them". And then shortly
after (wonder if there's a connection) Weird Al and College Humor came out with the video "FOIL",
revealing that the illuminati want to drop nukes and that they are reptilians in human disguse. The
video got 20 million views by now. Information like this being put out, INTERVENES and INTERFERES
with their agenda. And can block or completely prevent it.
Awareness/Anticipation repels.
Ignorance/Denial allows.
Intent/Emotional resonance attracts.
The future is in constant flux. We create the future, it depends on us how it will turn out.
Those who sit down and wait for the "prophecies" to play out just as written will bring it about by
non-interference. Curious that several "prophecies" given to mankind by the 'gods' prophezise what
the corrupted elite that are subordinate to the self-proclaimed reptilian 'gods', desires to come
about, isn't it? What a convenient coincidence! People refuse to make the obvious connection. Or
approach the topic from the other end.
Always wondered why they follow every sentence in the book of revelations? Ten kingdoms, ten
FEMA regions, and so on and on?
Because they wrote it! It's the oldest piece of reptilian pre-conditioning propaganda. Way older than
any hollywood production.
10 FEMA regions, 10 Kingdoms. Why would the illuminati follow that prophecy even though they
could arrange it all however they wanted? I thought they hated every holy book, then why follow it?
Shouldn't they burn it, dance arround it and do everything in a different way since they got all the
power?
They created it in order to manipulate humans into self-fullfilling it. They can't create, they are the
BORG. The BORG never create, they only assimilate. Humans are creators, with a direct connection to
the source. Hence all the subliminals, hence all the prophecies, hence all that, in order to manipulate
humans into creating the by the lizards desired reality. It's that simple.
They need human acceptance, they can't violate free-will. But deception is allowed.
With every additonal step in their agenda accomplished they get people to awe and moan "LOOK!
The prophecy is being fullfilled...here is what will come next!" And then the believers pave the way to
the fullfilment of the next step in the prophecy by attracting it via the law of attraction and giving
allowance to it by the law of free-will.
You want to kill 1/3 of us? Well SURE, why not, after all the prophecy demands it. You want to build
portals to other worlds or dimensions to bring in hordes of locust (reptilians)? Go ahead! The
prophecy wants it, you have our full allowance. "Well thank you very much" the Borg lizard says. Is
everyone asleep?

"The opening to the pit" as drescribed in that book is just lizard aliens using advanced alien
technology to establish a portal via CERN/hoover dam into their dimension (dimension X) or their
home planet in the horse head nebula or from whereever they came from in order to bring in
reinforcements. Since when do "Demons" or "Fallen Angels" need to build dams and particle
accelerators and use bombs to get things done?
They are aliens, non-physical aliens that evolved and transcended their physical state, from outta
space or outta-dimension or whatever.
The "sinking of the city at the sea" as described in the book is also a lizard alien project. They
understand and follow metaphysical laws.
The reptilian news readers yelling about, "a dirty bomb (hoax)" going off in manhattan. That would
give an excuse to bomb it into the sea with conventional weaponry. Or at least lock it down.
They already tried that via faking an "ebola outbreak" in manhattan last year, if you remember. They
are just switching through a whole variety of different vectors to accomplish the final goal that is the
destruction of manhattan.
The lizards REALLY want to destroy manhattan. Really, really badly. They centralized their financial
scam system there. All the major banks, all the network servers, all the managers, lots of gold. To do
away with all the evidence all together. Wouldn't that be convenient?
And they crowded this place with people as much as they could to sacrifice them all to Lucifer when
they destroy manhattan and sink it into the sea as they predicted in their war-game manual known
as "the book of revelations" to fullfil the "prophecy" of sinking the city at the sea.
They printed the destruction of hoover dam and manhattan on the dollar bills, just like the
destruction of pentagon, the twin towers and the oklahoma building. They do this in order to not
violate human free will and give people the chance to pick up on it and oppose it.
Same with Dick Cheney and Obama mentioning a nuke going off in manhattan. They announce it for
that purpose. They need to warn humans.
For the same reason they projected the goat with the two towers on the hoover dam. And the portal
opening once the dam cracks. It's warnings.
Da Vinci warned about it encrypted in his painting "Leda" as well.
"Zeroth Order Being (God) God can break any law or alter any reality it has created, and has
unlimited power over its creations.
First Order Beings (Humans) First order beings must obey the laws of physics, but can break the laws
of probability due to their direct connection to the zeroth order being.
Second Order Beings (Reptilians/Greys) These must obey the laws of both physics and probability.
They lack a direct communication channel with the zero order being, due to their either being
derived from first order beings, or due to a shutdown of their emotional capabilities. Being of
negative polarity and second order, they have an inferiority complex and a drive to control
everything. Their envy of the first order beings makes them enslave such beings for purposes of

emotional energy, food, resources, and entertainment. Their envy of God and its laws makes them
adept at bending these laws and finding loopholes, ultimately to wrestle control of reality away from
God and place in their own hands".
For the full article google: montalk Synchronicity and Reality Manipulation
How to comprehend it all
That s CRAZY! , That s all just fi tio ! , It
to ake se se, ut I
ot su e .

akes

head hu t! , This is just too ig! . It see s

The human brain i it s o e ta a tifi all do g aded state as desig ed o upted i o de to
not comprehend it all. That was the point of the downgrade (via the Saturn-moon matrix hack of our
DNA which turned us into biological robots merely conscious).
But we can overcome the hack/downgrade/surpression by intention and expand our
awareness/intelligence in order to eventually easily comprehend it all. We are spirit operating
artificially downgraded (originally 12 DNA strand) 2 strand DNA organic bio-suits and by intent are
able to reupgrade it to 12 strands.
How to oppose it
Co sta t d ippi g ea s the sto e. Death th ough a thousa d uts. Ni

led to death

du ks.

The aliens know that the most seemingly insignificant contribution can have tremendous effects.
Butterfly effect, ripple effect, hundredth monkey effect, six degrees of separation, tipping point,
critical mass, the aliens know these phenomenon to be real.
A hurricane can be created by minor perturbations such as the flapping of the wings of a distant
butterfly several weeks earlier. And the global tyrannical alien elite can be brought down by a
whisper in a forum some years earlier. Such is the power of the individual, which is why they fear the
autonomously thinking and acting individual and why they want to end individuality.
Create your own website, youtube channel, magazine, chat room. Print flyers and drop them
randomly at bus stations.
Call in to/visit police stations, military schools, universities and spread the word about websites,
radio programs, internet channels, hand out flyers, or just simply make a comment.
B iefl talk to st a ge s o the us/t ai statio ou ll likel e e see the agai , so it does t
atte if the thi k ou e e e t i . If ou hat o li e/pla o pute ga es a e your
character/toon/vehicle/vessle after websites, channels, individuals that oppose the NWO.
From time to time drop some comment into the Zone Chat to shock people out of their daily grind.
For example:
He , did ou k o the e is poiso i the ate that lo e s ou i tellige e alled Fluo ide?
He , did ou k o ou politi a s a e Reptilia Alie s i disguise?
He , did ou k o that te s of thousa ds of hild e disappea e e
agai ?

ea

ithout ei g see

He , if e a o t hild e does that gi e the Elite the

etaph si al ight to a o t us?

EVERY contribution counts, no matter how small, this is a fact. Do something as long as you still can.
Resistance is hope. The more we resist it, the less successful their agenda will be or at least the
slower it will develop. The more we resist it, the stronger the push-back and the stronger we grow.
Growth needs resistance. If plants wouldn't have the resistance wind gives them, their stems
wouldn't be strong enough to support them.
What you see so far is just the beginning of the end game. There is a storm coming like nothing we
have ever seen before.
If the habitat is not sufficiently favorable or nurturing, the cell will choose immortality, in other
words; self-sufficiency and self-management conquently independence from food and water and air any needs of a mortal being.
The storm is giving us the resistance required to transcend this 3D alien prison system, escape our
fragile physical conditions and become 4D super humans. Some of us. It's evolve or die.
If you don't know how to resist - do something you know to be the right thing to do, but are scared
to do it. Start with baby-steps, that helps.
The bigger the steps you make, the greater the resistance and the faster you grow. Doing something
that endangers your life, whether perceived or real, leads to the biggest and fastest growth.
This is illustrated in the legend of the Saiyajin who increase their power substantially each time they
barely escape death. refered to as Zenkai. Which is a real phenomenon.
Or to quote Nietzsche: "What doesn't kill you, makes you stronger."
--Following an article from montalk:
"Given the scope of their knowledge suppression mechanism — and if that fails, the overwhelming
nature of their overt invasion — is there any hope?
Yes, there is hope in the sense that divine plans are in place to balance the equation and give us a
fighting chance of transcending alien manipulation and escaping our fragile physical conditions. The
help we receive from higher sources is of a catalytic nature, meaning it merely assists our own
efforts. That includes the clandestine support being provided by positive alien groups.
From one perspective, 3D Earth is little more than a prison planet run by tyrannical forces about to
implement thei fi al solutio . We a ot fight as p iso e s e ause e a e too eak. To a oid
enslavement and liquidation, we must become empowered by first escaping this prison — thankfully
with the help of those who have escaped before us. This means accepting divine help, transcending
our limited physical states, and evolving into 4D beings ourselves. Only then will we be on a level
playing field with our alien manipulators.
From a more metaphysical perspective, 3D Earth is a school of hard knocks. The quantum leap in
evolution we require to withstand the overt alien takeover is not impossible, it is inevitable — every

life lesson we learn brings us closer to graduating from our three dimensional physical existence. This
process is natural and need not be forced; for those of us who have chosen the path of integrity and
truth, our individual destinies are intertwined with the divine plan, and we have been
synchronistically guided since birth to have the right experiences needed to prepare us for what is to
come.
Among us are numerous advanced souls from higher realms who have incarnated into our world to
help destabilize the alien control system and catalyze the evolution of those ready to graduate for
the fi st ti e. Ma do t e e e ho the a e o he e the came from, and from early
childhood most are heavily targeted by negative forces for self-destruction due to their threatening
roles as system destabilizers. Those who overcome these obstacles grow strong enough to contribute
toward the divine plan by spreading knowledge and assisting the evolution of others. They are
former prisoners who have come back to show others how to leave the prison. Many of these we
might call positive aliens. Take note that no one is chosen or special; anyone can take part in the
divine plan who chooses to follow his or her heart and seek knowledge.
Knowledge is the key, for it helps us see through deception and fuels our evolution. Because of
knowledge, the alien agenda will be exposed. Because of knowledge, we will evolve new insights and
metaphysical abilities that can prepare us to better counter an overt alien takeover. Divine forces are
at work to help us learn — if we actively seek knowledge, the way will be shown. If we actively apply
knowledge, the path will be cleared. And if we actively share knowledge, the path will be followed by
others.
--Alright, this should cover most of it as simplified as possible. Copy&Save this text/print it and share it
with as many people as possible on as many different platforms as possible over as many different
continents/countries as possible. Not just online but also in your communities. The internet probably
ill go do at so e poi t. A d t a slate it i to ou la guage if ou e ultili gual.

Resistance IS victory. No destiny.

